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We study directCP violation in the hadronic decayB6→r0p6, including the effect ofr2v mixing. We
find that theCP violating asymmetry is strongly dependent on the CKM matrix elements, especially the
Wolfenstein parameterh. For fixedNc ~the effective parameter associated with factorization!, theCP violating
asymmetrya has a maximum of order 30%–50% when the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair is in the vicinity
of thev resonance. The sensitivity of the asymmetrya to Nc is small. Moreover, ifNc is constrained using the
latest experimental branching ratios from the CLEO Collaboration, we find that the sign of sind is always
positive. Thus, a measurement of directCP violation in B6→r0p6 would remove the mod(p) ambiguity in
arg@2@VtdVtb

! /VudVub
! #.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Even thoughCP violation has been known of since 196
we still do not know the source ofCP violation clearly. In
the standard model, a non-zero phase angle in the Cabi
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix is responsible forCP
violating phenomena. In the past few years, numerous th
retical studies have been conducted onCP violation in the B
meson system@1,2#. However, we need a lot of data to che
these approaches because there are many theor
uncertainties—e.g. CKM matrix elements, hadronic mat
elements and nonfactorizable effects. The future aim wo
be to reduce all these uncertainties.

Direct CP violating asymmetries inB decays occur
through the interference of at least two amplitudes with d
ferent weak phasef and strong phased. In order to extract
the weak phase~which is determined by the CKM matrix
elements!, one must know the strong phased, and this is
usually not well determined. In addition, in order to have
large signal, we have to appeal to some phenomenolog
mechanism to obtain a larged. The charge symmetry violat
ing mixing betweenr0 andv can be extremely important in
this regard. In particular, it can lead to a largeCP violation
in B decays such asB6→r0(v)p6→p1p2p6, because
the strong phase passes through 90° at thev resonance
@3–5#. Recently, CLEO reported new data@6# on B→rp. It
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is the aim of the present work to analyze directCP violation
in B6→r0(v)p6→p1p2p6, includingr2v mixing, us-
ing the latest data from the CLEO Collaboration to constr
the calculation. In order to extract the strong phased, we use
the factorization approach, in which the hadronic matrix
ements of operators are saturated by vacuum intermed
states.

In this paper, we investigate five phenomenological mo
els with different weak form factors and determine theCP
violating asymmetry for B6→r0(v)p6→p1p2p6 in
these models. We select models which are consistent
the CLEO data and determine the allowed range ofNc
„0.98(0.94),Nc,2.01(1.95)…. Then, we study the sign o
sind in the range ofNc allowed by experimental data in a
these models. We discuss the model dependence of ou
sults in detail.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II, we present the form of the effective Hamiltonian a
the values of Wilson coefficients. In Sec. III, we give th
formalism for the CP violating asymmetry in B1

→r0(v)p1→p1p2p1, for all the models which will be
checked. We also show numerical results in this sect
~asymmetry,a, and the value of sind). In Sec. IV, we calcu-
late branching ratios forB1→r0p1 and B0→r1p2 and
present numerical results over the range ofNc allowed by the
CLEO data. In the last section, we summarize our results
suggest further work.

II. THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN

In order to calculate the directCP violating aymmetry in
hadronic decays, one can use the following effective we
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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Hamiltonian, based on the operator product expansion@7#:

HnB515
GF

A2
F (

q5d,s
VubVuq* ~c1O1

u1c2O2
u!

2VtbVtq* (
i 53

10

ciOi G1H.c., ~1!

whereci( i 51, . . .,10) are the Wilson coefficients. They a
calculable in renormalization group improved perturbat
theory and are scale dependent. In the present case, w
their values at the renormalization scalem'mb . The opera-
tors Oi have the following form:

O1
u5q̄agm~12g5!ubūbgm~12g5!ba ,

O2
u5q̄gm~12g5!uūgm~12g5!b,

O35q̄gm~12g5!b(
q8

q̄8gm~12g5!q8,

O45q̄agm~12g5!bb(
q8

q̄b8gm~12g5!qa8 ,

O55q̄gm~12g5!b(
q8

q̄8gm~11g5!q8,

O65q̄agm~12g5!bb(
q8

q̄b8gm~11g5!qa8 ,

O75
3

2
q̄gm~12g5!b(

q8
eq8q̄8gm~11g5!q8,

O85
3

2
q̄agm~12g5!bb(

q8
eq8q̄b8gm~11g5!qa8 ,

O95
3

2
q̄gm~12g5!b(

q8
eq8q̄8gm~12g5!q8,

O105
3

2
q̄agm~12g5!bb(

q8
eq8q̄b8gm~12g5!qa8 , ~2!

where a and b are color indices, andq85u, d or s are
quarks. In Eq.~2!, O1

u and O2
u are the tree level operators

O3–O6 are QCD penguin operators, andO7–O10 arise from
electroweak penguin diagrams.

The Wilson coefficients,ci , are known to the next-to
leading logarithmic order. At the scalem5mb55 GeV, they
take the following values@8,9#:

c1520.3125, c251.1502, ~3!

c350.0174, c4520.0373,

c550.0104, c6520.0459,
05601
use

c7521.05031025, c853.83931024,

c9520.0101, c1051.95931023.

To be consistent, the matrix elements of the operatorsOi
should also be renormalized to the one-loop order. This
sults in the effective Wilson coefficients,ci8 , which satisfy
the constraint

ci~mb!^Oi~mb!&5ci8^Oi&
tree, ~4!

where^Oi&
tree is the matrix element at the tree level, whic

will be evaluated in the factorization approach. From Eq.~4!,
the relations betweenci8 andci are @8,9#

c185c1 , c285c2 ,

c385c32Ps/3, c485c41Ps ,

c585c52Ps/3, c685c61Ps ,

c785c71Pe , c885c8 ,

c985c91Pe , c108 5c10, ~5!

where

Ps5~as/8p!c2„10/91G~mc ,m,q2!…,

Pe5~aem/9p!~3c11c2!„10/91G~mc ,m,q2!…,

with

G~mc ,m,q2!54E
0

1

dxx~x21!ln
mc

22x~12x!q2

m2
.

Here q2 is the typical momentum transfer of the gluon
photon in the penguin diagrams.G(mc ,m,q2) has the fol-
lowing explicit expression@10#:

RG5
2

3 S ln
mc

2

m2
2

5

3
24

mc
2

q2
1S 112

mc
2

q2 D

3A124
mc

2

q2
ln

11A124
mc

2

q2

12A124
mc

2

q2

D ,

IG52
2

3 S 112
mc

2

q2 DA124
mc

2

q2
. ~6!

Based on simple arguments at the quark level, the valu
q2 is chosen in the range 0.3,q2/mb

2,0.5 @3,4#. From Eqs.
~5!,~6! we can obtain numerical values forci8 .

Whenq2/mb
250.3,
2-2
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ENHANCED DIRECTCP VIOLATION IN B6→r0p6 PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 056012
c18520.3125, c2851.1502,

c3852.4333102211.54331023i ,

c48525.8083102224.62831023i ,

c5851.7333102211.54331023i ,

c68526.6683102224.62831023i ,

c78521.4353102422.96331025i ,

c8853.83931024,

c98521.0233102222.96331025i ,

c108 51.95931023, ~7!

and whenq2/mb
250.5, one has

c18520.3125, c2851.1502,

c3852.1203102212.17431023i ,

c48524.8693102221.55231022i ,

c5851.4203102215.17431023i ,

c68525.7293102221.55231022i ,

c78528.3403102529.93831025i ,

c8853.83931024,

c98521.0173102229.93831025i ,

c108 51.95931023, ~8!

where we have takenas(mZ)50.112, aem(mb)51/132.2,
mb55 GeV, andmc51.35 GeV.

III. CP VIOLATION IN B¿\r0
„v…p¿\p¿pÀp¿

A. Formalism

The formalism forCP violation in hadronicB meson de-
cays is the following: LetA be the amplitude for the deca
B1→p1p2p1, and then one has

A5^p1p2p1uHTuB1&1^p1p2p1uHPuB1&, ~9!

with HT and HP being the Hamiltonians for the tree an
penguin operators, respectively. We can define the rela
magnitude and phases between these two contribution
follows:

A5^p1p2p1uHTuB1&@11reideif#, ~10!

Ā5^p1p2p2uHTuB2&@11reide2 if#, ~11!
05601
e
as

whered andf are strong and weak phases, respectively. T
phasef arises from the appropriate combination of CK
matrix elements, which isf5arg@(VtbVtd

! )/(VubVud
! )#. As a

result, sinf is equal to sina with a defined in the standard
way @11#. The parameterr is the absolute value of the rati
of tree and penguin amplitudes:

r[U^r0~v!p1uHPuB1&

^r0~v!p1uHTuB1&
U . ~12!

The CP violating asymmetry,a, can be written as

a[
uAu22uĀu2

uAu21uĀu2
5

22r sind sinf

112r cosd cosf1r 2
. ~13!

It can be seen explicitly from Eq.~13! that both weak and
strong phase differences are needed to produceCP violation.
In order to obtain a large signal for directCP violation, we
need some mechanism to make both sind and r large. We
stress thatr2v mixing has the dual advantages that t
strong phase difference is large~passing through 90° at th
v resonance! and well known@4,5#. With this mechanism, to
first order in isospin violation, we have the following resu
when the invariant mass ofp1p2 is near thev resonance
mass:

^p2p1p1uHTuB1&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvtv1

gr

sr
tr , ~14!

^p2p1p1uHPuB1&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvpv1

gr

sr
pr . ~15!

Here, tV(V5r or v) is the tree amplitude andpV is the
penguin amplitude for producing a vector meson,V, gr is the

coupling forr0→p1p2, P̃rv is the effectiver2v mixing
amplitude, andsV is from the inverse propagator of the ve
tor mesonV,

sV5s2mV
21 imVGV , ~16!

with As being the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair.
We stress that the direct couplingv→p1p2 is effec-

tively absorbed intoP̃rv @12#, leading to the explicits de-

pendence of P̃rv . Making the expansion P̃rv(s)

5P̃rv(mv
2 )1(s2mw

2 )P̃rv8 (mv
2 ), the r2v mixing param-

eters were determined in the fit of Gardner and O’Conn

@13#: RP̃rv(mv
2 )5235006300 MeV2, IP̃rv(mv

2 )

523006300 MeV2 and P̃rv8 (mv
2 )50.0360.04. In prac-

tice, the effect of the derivative term is negligible. From Eq
~10!,~14!,~15! one has

reideif5
P̃rvpv1svpr

P̃rvtv1svtr

. ~17!

Defining
2-3
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pv

tr
[r 8ei (dq1f),

tv

tr
[aeida,

pr

pv
[beidb, ~18!

whereda ,db anddq are strong phases, one finds the follo
ing expression from Eq.~18!:

reid5r 8eidq
P̃rv1beidbsv

sv1P̃rvaeida
. ~19!

It will be shown that in the factorization approach, w
haveaeida51 in our case. Letting

beidb5b1ci, r 8eidq5d1ei, ~20!

and using Eq.~19!, we obtain the following result whenAs
;mv :

reid5
C1Di

~s2mv
2 1RP̃rv!21~IP̃rv1mvGv!2

, ~21!

where

C5~s2mv
2 1RP̃rv!$d@RP̃rv1b~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

2e@IP̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%

1~IP̃rv1mvGv!$e@RP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !2cmvGv#

1d@IP̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%,

D5~s2mv
2 1RP̃rv!$e@RP̃rv1d~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

1d@IP̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%2~IP̃rv1mvGv!

3$d@RP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !2cmvGv#2e@IP̃rv1bmvGv

1c~s2mv
2 !#%. ~22!

beidb and r 8eidq will be calculated later. Then, from Eq
~22!, we can obtainrsind andrcosd. In order to get theCP
violating asymmetry,a, in Eq. ~13!, sinf and cosf are
needed, wheref is determined by the CKM matrix element
In the Wolfenstein parametrization@14#, one has

sinf5
h

A@r~12r!2h2#21h2
, ~23!

cosf5
r~12r!2h2

A@r~12r!2h2#21h2
. ~24!
05601
B. Calculational details

With the Hamiltonian given in Eq.~1!, we are ready to
evaluate the matrix elements forB1→r0(v)p1. In the fac-
torization approximation, either ther0(v) or thep1 is gen-
erated by one current which has the appropriate quan
numbers in the Hamiltonian. For this decay process, t
kinds of matrix element products are involved aft
factorization. Schematically~i.e. omitting Dirac matrices
and color labels! ^r0(v)u(ūu)u0&^p1u(d̄b)uB1& and

^p1u(d̄u)u0&^r0(v)u(ūb)uB1&. We will calculate them in
some phenomenological quark models.

The matrix elements forB→X andB→X! ~where X and
X! denote pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively! can
be decomposed as@15#

^XuJmuB&5S pB1pX2
mB

22mX
2

k2
kD

m

F1~k2!

1
mB

22mX
2

k2
kmF0~k2!, ~25!

^X!uJmuB&5
2

mB1mX!

emnrse!npB
r pX!

s V~k2!

1 i H em
! ~mB1mX!!A1~k2!2

e!
•k

mB1mX!

3~PB1PX!!mA2~k2!

2
e!
•k

k2
2mX!•kmA3~k2!J

1 i
e!
•k

k2
2mX!•kmA0~k2!, ~26!

where Jm is the weak current„Jm5q̄gm(12g5)b with q
5u,d…, k5pB2pX(X!) and em is the polarization vector of
X!. The form factors included in our calculations satis
F1(0)5F0(0), A3(0)5A0(0) and A3(k2)5@(mB
1mX!)/2mX!#A1(k2)2@(mB2mX!)/2mX!#A2(k2). Using
the decomposition in Eqs.~25!, ~26!, one has

tr5mBupW ruF S c181
1

Nc
c28D f rF1~mr

2!

1S c281
1

Nc
c18D f pA0~mp

2 !G , ~27!

wheref r and f p are the decay constants ofr andp, respec-
tively, andpW r is the three momentum of ther. In the same
way, we findtv5tr , so that

aeida51. ~28!

After calculating the penguin operator contributions, o
has
2-4
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beidb5
mBupW ru

pv
H S c481

1

Nc
c38D @2 f rF1~mr

2!1 f pA0~mp
2 !#1

3

2 F S c781
1

Nc
c88D1S c981

1

Nc
c108 D G f rF1~mr

2!

2F S c681
1

Nc
c58D1S c881

1

Nc
c78D GF 2mp

2 f pA0~mp
2 !

~mu1md!~mb1mu!
G1S c108 1

1

Nc
c98D F1

2
f rF1~mr

2!1 f pA0~mp
2 !G J ,

r 8eidq52
pv

S c181
1

Nc
c28D f rF1~mr

2!1S c281
1

Nc
c18D f pA0~mp

2 !
U VtbVtd

!

VubVud
! U , ~29!

where

pv5mBupW ru H 2F S c381
1

Nc
c48D1S c581

1

Nc
c68D G f rF1~mr

2!1
1

2 F S c781
1

Nc
c88D1S c981

1

Nc
c108 D G f rF1~mr

2!

22F S c881
1

Nc
c78D1S c681

1

Nc
c58D GF mp

2 f pA0~mp
2 !

~mu1md!~mb1mu!
G1S c481

1

Nc
c38D @ f pA0~mp

2 !1 f rF1~mr
2!#

1S c108 1
1

Nc
c98D F f pA0~mp

2 !2
1

2
f rF1~mr

2!G J ,
er
in

ri-
n-

r
n

and

U VtbVtd
!

VubVud
! U5

A~12r!21h2

~12l2/2!Ar21h2
5S 12

l2

2 D 21Using

sinbU.
~30!

C. Numerical results

In our numerical calculations we have several paramet
q2, Nc and the CKM matrix elements in the Wolfenste
parametrization. As mentioned in Sec. II, the value ofq2 is
conventionally chosen to be in the range 0.3,q2/mb

2,0.5.
The CKM matrix, which should be determined from expe
mental data, has the following form in term of the Wolfe
stein parameters,A,l,r,h @14#:

V5S 12
1

2
l2 l Al3~r2 ih!

2l 12
1

2
l2 Al2

Al3~12r2 ih! 2Al2 1
D ,

~31!

whereO(l4) corrections are neglected. We usel50.2205,
A50.815 and the range forr andh as the following@16,17#:

0.09,r,0.254, 0.323,h,0.442. ~32!

The form factorsF1(mr
2) and A0(mp

2 ) depend on the inne
structure of the hadrons. Under the nearest pole domina
assumption, thek2 dependence of the form factors is:

for model 1~2! @15,18#:
05601
s:

ce

F1~k2!5
h1

12
k2

m1
2

, A0~k2!5
hA0

12
k2

mA0

2

, ~33!

whereh150.330(0.625),hA0
50.28(0.34),m155.32 GeV,

mA0
55.27 GeV,

for model 3~4! @15,18,19#:

F1~k2!5
h1

S 12
k2

m1
2D 2 , A0~k2!5

hA0

S 12
k2

mA0

2 D 2 , ~34!

whereh150.330(0.625),hA0
50.28(0.34),m155.32 GeV,

mA0
55.27 GeV, for model 5@20,21#:

F1~k2!5
h1

12a1

k2

mB
2

1b1S k2

mB
2 D 2 ,

A0~k2!5
hA0

12a0

k2

mB
2

1b0S k2

mB
2 D 2 , ~35!

whereh150.305, hA0
50.372, a150.266, b1520.752, a0

51.4, b050.437.
The decay constants used in our calculations are:f r5 f v

5221 MeV andf p5130.7 MeV.
2-5
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In the numerical calculations, it is found that for a fixe
Nc , there is a maximum value,amax, for the CP violating
parameter,a, when the invariant mass of thep1p2 is in the
vicinity of the v resonance. The results are shown in Figs
and 2, fork2/mb

250.3(0.5) andNc in the range 0.98(0.94)
,Nc,2.01(1.95)—for reasons which will be explained lat
~Sec. IV!. We investigate five models with different form
factors to study the model dependence ofa. It appears that
this dependence is strong~Table I!.

The maximum asymmetry parameter,amax, varies from
224%(219%) to259%(248%) forNc in both the chosen
rangek2/mb

250.3(0.5) and the range of CKM matrix ele
ments indicated earlier. If we look at the numerical resu
for the asymmetries~Table I! for Ncmax52.01(1.95) and
k2/mb

250.3(0.5), we obtain for models 1, 3, and 5 an asy

FIG. 1. Asymmetry,a, for k2/mb
250.3, Nc50.98(2.01) and

limiting values of the CKM matrix elements for model 1. Solid lin
~dot line! stands forNc50.98 and max~min! CKM matrix ele-
ments. Dashed line~dot dashed line! stands forNc52.01 and max
~min! CKM matrix elements.

FIG. 2. Asymmetry,a, for k2/mb
250.5, Nc50.94(1.95) and

limiting values of the CKM matrix elements for model 1. Solid lin
~dot line! stands forNc50.94 and max~min! CKM matrix ele-
ments. Dashed line~dot dashed line! stands forNc51.95 and max
~min! CKM matrix elements.
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metry, amax, around 227.3%(221.6%) for the set
(rmax,hmax), and around244.3%(235.0%) for the set
(rmin ,hmin). We find a ratio equal to 1.62(1.62) between t
asymmetries associated with the upper and lower limits
(r,h). The reason why the maximum asymmetry,amax, can
have large variation, comes from theb→d transition, where
Vtd andVub appear. These are functions of (r,h) and con-
tribute to the asymmetry@Eq. ~31!# through the ratio between
the v penguin diagram and ther tree diagram.

For models 2 and 4, one has a maximum asymme
amax, around237%(228%) for the set (rmax,hmax) and
around259%(246%) for the set (rmin ,hmin). We find a
ratio between the asymmetries equal to 1.59(1.64) in
case. The difference between these two sets of models co
from the magnitudes of the form factors, whereF1(k2) is
larger for models 2 and 4 than for models 1, 3, and 5. No
if we look at the numerical results for the asymmetry f
Ncmin50.98(0.94), we find, for models 1, 3, and 5,k2/mb

2

50.3(0.5), and the set (rmax,hmax), an asymmetry,amax,
around231.3%(225.6%), and for the set (rmin ,hmin) we
find an asymmetry,amax, around 250.3%(242.0%). In
this case, one has a ratio equal to 1.61~1.64!. Finally, for
models 2 and 4, we get236%(229%) for the set
(rmax,hmax) and 257%(248%) for the set (rmin ,hmin)
with a ratio equal to 1.58~1.65!.

These results show explicitly the dependence of theCP
violating asymmetry on form factors, CKM matrix elemen
and the effective parameterNc . For the CKM matrix ele-
ments, it appears that if we take their upper limit, we obt
a smaller asymmetry,a, and vice versa. The difference be
tweenk2/mb

250.3(0.5) in our results comes from the reno
malization of the matrix elements of the operators in t
weak Hamiltonian. Finally, the dependence onNc comes
from the fact thatNc is related to hadronization effects, an
consequently, we cannot exactly determineNc in our calcu-
lations. Therefore, we treatNc as a free effective paramete

TABLE I. Maximum CP violating asymmetryamax (%) for
B1→p1p2p1, for all models, limiting values of the CKM matrix
elements~upper and lower limit!, and fork2/mb

250.3(0.5).

Ncmin50.98(0.94) Ncmax52.01(1.95)

model 1
rmax,hmax 233(227) 229(223)
rmin ,hmin 252(243) 247(237)
model 2
rmax,hmax 236(229) 237(228)
rmin ,hmin 257(248) 259(246)
model 3
rmax,hmax 232(226) 229(223)
rmin ,hmin 251(243) 247(237)
model 4
rmax,hmax 236(229) 237(228)
rmin ,hmin 257(248) 259(246)
model 5
rmax,hmax 229(224) 224(219)
rmin ,hmin 248(240) 239(231)
2-6
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As regards the ratio between the asymmetries, we have fo
a ratio equal to 1.61~1.63!. This is mainly determined by the
ratio sing/sinb, and more precisely byh. In Table II, we
show the values for the anglesa,b,g. From all these nu-
merical results, we can conclude that we need to determ
the value ofNc and the hadronic decay form factors mo
precisely, if we want to use the asymmetry,a, to constrain
the CKM matrix elements.

In spite of the uncertainties just discussed, it is vital
realize that the effect ofr2v mixing in theB→rp decay is
to remove any ambiguity concerning the strong phase, sd.
As the internal top quark dominates theb→d transition, the
weak phase in the rate asymmetry is proportional to sa
(5sinf), wherea5arg@2(VtdVtb

! /VudVub
! )#, and knowing

the sign of sind enables us to determine that of sina from a
measurement of the asymmetry,a. We show in Fig. 3 that
the sign of sind is always positive in our range, 0.98(0.94
,Nc,2.01(1.95), for all the models studied. Indeed, at
p1p2 invariant mass, where the asymmetry parametera,
reaches a maximum, the value of sind is equal to one—
providedr2v mixing is included—over the entire range o
Nc and for all the form factors studied. So, we can remo
with the help of asymmetry,a, the uncertainty mod(p),
which appears ina from the usual indirect measurements@5#
which yield sin 2a. By contrast, in the case where we do n
take r2v mixing into account, we find a small value fo
sind. In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot the role ofr2v mixing in our

TABLE II. Values of the CKM unitarity triangle for limiting
values of the CKM matrix elements.

(r,h)min (r,h)max

a 86°02 89°23
b 19°50 30°64
g 74°43 60°11

FIG. 3. Determination of the strong phase difference, sind, for
k2/mB

250.3(0.5) and for model 1. Solid line~dot line! at sind511

stands for P̃rv5(23500;2300) ~i.e. with r2v mixing!. Dot

dashed line~dot dot dashed line! stands forP̃rv5(0;0), ~i.e. with
no r2v mixing!.
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calculations. We stress that, even though one has a l
value of sind aroundNc51 with no r2v mixing, one still
has a very small value forr ~Fig. 4!. Hence, theCP violating
asymmetry,a, remains very small in that case.

IV. BRANCHING RATIOS FOR B¿\r0p¿

AND B0\r¿pÀ

A. Formalism

With the factorized decay amplitudes, we can comp
the decay rates by using the following expression@19#:

G~B→VP!5
upW ru3

8pmV
2
UA~B→VP!

e•pB
U2

, ~36!

where

upW ru5
A@mB

22~m11m2!2#@mB
22~m12m2!2#

2mB

~37!

is the c.m. momentum of the decay particles,m1(m2) is the
mass of the vector~pseudoscalar! V(P), andA(B→VP) is
the decay amplitude

A~B→VP!5
GF

A2
(

i 51,10
Vu

T,Pai^VPuOi uB&. ~38!

HereVu
T,P is CKM factor

Vu
T5uVubVud

! u for i 51,2

and Vu
P5uVtbVtd

! u for i 53, . . . ,10

FIG. 4. Evolution of the ratio of penguin to tree amplitudes,r,
for k2/mB

250.3(0.5), limiting values of the CKM matrix element

(r,h) max~min!, P̃rv5(23500;2300)(0,0), @i.e. with~without!

r2v mixing# and for model 1. Figure 4~a! ~left!: for P̃rv5(0;0),
solid line ~dot line! stands fork2/mB

250.3 and (r,h) max ~min!.
Dot dashed line~dot dot dashed line! stands fork2/mB

250.5 and

(r,h) max ~min!. Figure 4~b! ~right!: same caption but forP̃rv

5(23500;2300).
2-7
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where the effective parameters are the following combi
tions:

a2 j5c2 j8 1
1

Nc
c2 j 218 ,

a2 j 215c2 j 218 1
1

Nc
c2 j8 , for j 51, . . . ,5

and^VPuOi uB& is a matrix element which is evaluated in th
factorization approach. In the quark model, the diagr
coming from theB1→r0p1 decay is the only contribution
In our case, to be consistent, we should also take into
count ther2v mixing contribution when we calculate th
branching ratio since we are working to the first order
isospin violation. Explicitly, we obtain, forB1→r0p1,

BR~B1→r0p1!

5
GF

2 upW ru3

32pGB1
U@Vu

TAr0
T

~a1 ,a2!2Vu
PAr0

P
~a3 ,•••,a10!#

1@Vu
TAv

T~a1 ,a2!2Vu
PAv

P~a3 ,•••,a10!#

3
P̃rv

~sr2mv
2 !1 imvGv

U2

, ~39!

where the tree and penguin amplitudes are

A2Ar0
T

~a1 ,a2!5a1f rF1~mr
2!1a2f pA0~mp

2 !,

A2Ar0
P

~a3 ,•••,a10!5a4@2 f rF1~mr
2!1 f pA0~mp

2 !#

1a10F1

2
f rF1~mr

2!1 f pA0~mp
2 !G

1
3

2
~a71a9! f rF1~mr

2!22~a61a8!

3F mp
2 f pA0~mp

2 !

~mu1md!~mb1mu!
G ,

A2Av
T~a1 ,a2!5a1f rF1~mr

2!1a2f pA0~mp
2 !,

A2Av
P~a3 ,•••,a10!5F2~a31a5!1

1

2
~a71a9!G f rF1~mr

2!

22~a81a6!F mp
2 f pA0~mp

2 !

~mu1md!~mb1mu!
G

1a4@ f pA0~mp
2 !1 f rF1~mr

2!#

1a10F f pA0~mp
2 !2

1

2
f rF1~mr

2!G ,
where^r0uūuu0&51/A2 f rmrer and ^p1uūdu0&5 i f ppm .

For B0→r1p2 we obtain
05601
-

c-

f

BR~B0→r1p2!5
GF

2 upW ru3

16pGB0

uVu
TAr1

T
~a2!

2Vu
PAr1

P
~a3 ,•••,a10!u2, ~40!

where

Ar1
T

~a2!5a2f rF1~mr
2!,

Ar1
P

~a3 ,•••,a10!5~a41a10! f rF1~mr
2!.

Moreover, we can calculate the ratio between these
branching ratios, in which the uncertainty caused by ma
systematic errors is removed. We define the ratioR as

R5
BR~B0→r1p2!

BR~B1→r0p1!
, ~41!

and, without taking into account the penguin contributio
one has

R5
2GB1

GB0
US a1

a2
1

f pA0~mp
2 !

f rF1~mr
2!

D
3S 11

P̃rv

~sr2mv
2 !1 imvGv

D U22

. ~42!

B. Numerical results

The latest experimental data from the CLEO Collabo
tion @6# are

BR~B1→r0p1!5~10.423.4
13.362.1!31026,

BR~B0→r1p2!5~27.627.4
18.464.2!31026,

R52.6561.9.

FIG. 5. Branching ratio forB0→r1p2 for models 1(2),
k2/mB

250.3 and limiting values of the CKM matrix elements. Sol
line ~dot line! stands for model 1 and max~min! CKM matrix
elements. Dot dashed line~dot dot dashed line! stands for model 2
and max~min! CKM matrix elements.
2-8
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FIG. 6. Branching ratio forB1→r0p1 for models 1(2),
k2/mB

250.3 and limiting values of the CKM matrix elements. Sol
line ~dot line! stands for model 1 and max~min! CKM matrix
elements. Dot dashed line~dot dot dashed line! stands for model 2
and max~min! CKM matrix elements.
05601
FIG. 7. Calculation of the ratio of the tworp branching ratios
versusNc for models1(2) and for limiting values of the CKM
matrix elements. Solid line~dot line! stands for model 1 with max
~min! CKM matrix elements. Dot dashed line~dot dot dashed line!
stands for model 2 with max~min! CKM matrix elements.
or
TABLE III. Summary of the range of values ofNc, which is determined from the experimental data f
various models and input parameters~numbers outside~inside! brackets are fork2/mb

250.3(0.5)). The
notation:~number;number! means that there is an upper and lower limit forNc . ~number;!!) means that
there is no upper limit forNc in the rangeNc @0;10#. ~ – ; –! means that there is no range ofNc which is
consistent with experimental data.

B1 B0 R

model 1
rmax,hmax 0.76;1.69~0.73;1.62! 5.50; !! ~ – ; –! 0.92;2.57~0.90;2.52!
rmin ,hmin 0.52;1.04~0.49;0.98! – ; – ~ – ; –! 0.97;2.88~0.94;2.76!
rmax,hmin 0.61;1.25~0.59;1.20! – ; – ~ – ; –! 0.92;2.58~0.91;2.54!
rmin ,hmax 0.69;1.46~0.66;1.39! – ; – ~ – ; –! 0.95;2.75~0.90;2.66!
model 2
rmax,hmax 1.44;3.06~1.40;2.95! 0.54;1.33~0.54;1.38! 0.86;1.89~0.84;1.86!
rmin ,hmin 1.00;2.01~0.96;1.90! 1.10; !! ~1.15; !!) 0.92;2.09~0.89;2.01!
rmax,hmin 1.15;2.32~1.12;2.22! 0.70; !! ~0.72; !!) 0.87;1.89~0.85;1.86!
rmin ,hmax 1.32;2.78~1.25;2.60! 0.63;2.77~0.62;3.12! 0.90;2.00~0.84;1.94!
model 3
rmax,hmax 0.74;1.65~0.72;1.60! – ; – ~ – ; –! 0.92;2.65~0.92;2.60!
rmin ,hmin 0.51;1.02~0.49;0.98! – ; – ~ – ; –! 0.97;2.95~0.94;2.85!
rmax,hmin 0.60;1.22~0.57;1.19! – ; – ~ – ; –! 0.93;2.66~0.92;2.61!
rmin ,hmax 0.67;1.43~0.65;1.37! – ; – ~ – ; –! 0.92;2.79~0.92;2.71!
model 4
rmax,hmax 1.41;3.04~1.36;2.92! 0.56;1.44~0.57;1.52! 0.86;1.91~0.85;1.87!
rmin ,hmin 0.98;1.96~0.94;1.87! 1.16; !! ~1.23; !!) 0.90;2.10~0.89;2.03!
rmax,hmin 1.14;2.29~1.10;2.21! 0.72; !! ~0.74; !!) 0.86;1.92~0.85;1.88!
rmin ,hmax 1.30;2.74~1.24;2.59! 0.64;3.49~0.66;4.03! 0.89;2.01~0.86;1.95!
model 5
rmax,hmax 0.75;2.18~0.73;2.10! – ; – ~ – ; –! 1.03; !! ~1.02; !!)
rmin ,hmin 0.50;1.08~0.47;1.03! – ; – ~ – ; –! 1.09; !! ~1.06; !!)
rmax,hmin 0.58;1.38~0.55;1.34! – ; – ~ – ; –! 1.03; !! ~1.02; !!)
rmin ,hmax 0.66;1.71~0.64;1.62! – ; – ~ – ; –! 1.04; !! ~1.04; !!)
2-9
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TABLE IV. Determination of the intersection of the values ofNc which are consistent with variou
subsets of the data for all models and all sets of CKM matrix elements@numbers outside~inside! brackets are
for k2/mb

250.3(0.5)]. The notation: –~ –! means that no common range ofNc can be extracted from the
data.

$Nc%B1ù$Nc%B0 $Nc%B1ù$Nc%R $Nc%B0ù$Nc%R

model 1
rmax,hmax – ~ –! 0.92;1.69~0.90;1.62! – ~ –!

rmin ,hmin – ~ –! 0.97;1.04~0.94;0.98! – ~ –!

rmax,hmin – ~ –! 0.92;1.25~0.91;1.20! – ~ –!

rmin ,hmax – ~ –! 0.95;1.46~0.90;1.39! – ~ –!

model 2
rmax,hmax – ~ –! 1.44;1.89~1.40;1.86! 0.86;1.33~0.84;1.38!
rmin ,hmin 1.10;2.01~1.15;1.90! 1.00;2.01~0.96;1.90! 1.10;2.09~1.15;2.01!
rmax,hmin 1.15;2.32~1.12;2.22! 1.15;1.89~1.12;1.86! 0.87;1.89~0.85;1.86!
rmin ,hmax 1.32;2.78~1.25;2.60! 1.32;2.00~1.25;1.94! 0.90;2.00~0.84;1.94!
model 3
rmax,hmax – ~ –! 0.92;1.65~0.92;1.60! – ~ –!

rmin ,hmin – ~ –! 0.97;1.02~0.94;0.98! – ~ –!

rmax,hmin – ~ –! 0.93;1.22~0.92;1.19! – ~ –!

rmin ,hmax – ~ –! 0.92;1.43~0.92;1.37! – ~ –!

model 4
rmax,hmax 1.41;1.44~1.36;1.52! 1.41;1.91~1.36;1.87! 0.86;1.44~0.85;1.52!
rmin ,hmin 1.16;1.96~1.23;1.87! 0.98;1.96~0.94;1.87! 1.16;2.10~1.23;2.03!
rmax,hmin 1.14;2.29~1.10;2.21! 1.14;1.92~1.10;1.88! 0.86;1.92~0.85;1.88!
rmin ,hmax 1.30;2.74~1.24;2.59! 1.30;2.01~1.24;1.95! 0.89;2.01~0.86;1.95!
model 5
rmax,hmax – ~ –! 1.03;2.18~1.02;2.10! – ~ –!

rmin ,hmin – ~ –! – ~ –! – ~ –!

rmax,hmin – ~ –! 1.03;1.38~1.02;1.34! – ~ –!

rmin ,hmax – ~ –! 1.04;1.71~1.04;1.62! – ~ –!
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We have calculated the branching ratios forB0→r1p2 and
for B1→r0p1 for all models as a function ofNc . In Figs. 5
and 6, we show the results for models 1 and 2 in orde
make the dependence on form factors explicit.

The numerical results are very sensitive to uncertain
coming from the experimental data. For the branching ra
B0→r1p2 ~Fig. 5!, we have a large range of values ofNc
and CKM matrix elements over which the theoretical resu
are consistent with the experimental data from CLEO. Ho
ever, all models do not give the same result: models 2 an
are very close to the experimental data for a large rang
Nc , whereas models 1, 3 and 5 are not. The reason is stil
magnitude of the form factors. As a result, we have to
clude models 1, 3 and 5 because their form factors are
small.

If we consider numerical results for branching ratioB1

→r0p1 ~Fig. 6!, it appears that all models are consiste
with the experimental data for a large range ofNc . The
effect of r2v mixing ~included in our calculations! on the
branching ratioB1→r0p1 is around 30%. Numerical re
sults for models 1, 3, and 5, as well as for models 2 and
are very close to each other. The difference between the
branching ratios can be explained by the fact that for
B0→r1p2 decay, the tree and penguin contributions a
both proportional to only one form factor,F1(k2). Thus, this
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branching ratio is very sensitive to the magnitude of t
form factor@F1(k2) is related toh150.330 or 0.625 in mod-
els ~1,3! and ~2,4!, respectively#. On the other hand, for the
decayB1→r0p1, both F1(k2) andA0(k2) are included in
the tree and penguin amplitudes, and this branching rati
less sensitive to the magnitude of the form factors.

If we look at the ratioR between these two branchin
ratios, BR(B1→r0p1) and BR(B0→r1p2)—shown in
Fig. 7—the results indicate thatR is very sensitive to the
magnitude of the form factors, and that there is a large
ference between models 1, 3, and 5 and models 2 and 4
investigated the ratioR for the limiting CKM matrix ele-
ments as a function ofNc , finding thatR is consistent with
the experimental data over the range 0.98(0.94),Nc
,2.01(1.95)@the values outside~inside! brackets correspond
to the choiceq2/mb

250.3(0.5)]. It should be noted thatR, in
particular, is not very sensitive to the CKM matrix elemen
The small difference which does appear comes from the p
guin contributions~which may be neglected!. If we just take
into account the tree contributions in our calculations,R is
clearly independent of the CKM matrix elements@Eq. ~42!#.

From a comparison of the numerical results and the
perimental data, we can extract a range ofNc , within which
all results are consistent. In Table III, we have summariz
the allowed range ofNc for B1→r0p1, B0→r1p2 andR,
2-10
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ENHANCED DIRECTCP VIOLATION IN B6→r0p6 PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 056012
for models 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, according to various choices
the CKM matrix elements. To determine the best range
Nc , we have to find some intersection of the values ofNc for
each model and for each set of CKM matrix elements,
which the theoretical and experimental results are consis
This is possible and the results are shown in Table IV. In
study, it seems better to use the range intersec
$Nc%B1ù$Nc%R rather than$Nc%B0ù$Nc%B1, for fixing the
final interval Nc , since the experimental uncertainties a
smaller in the former case, and since we are working to
first order of isospin violation (r2v mixing!. Finally, after
excluding models 1, 3 and 5, which are not consistent w
all the experimental data, we are able to fix the upper
lower limit of the range ofNc , using the limiting values of
the CKM matrix elements~Table V!. We find thatNc should
be in the range 0.98(0.94),Nc,2.01(1.95), whereNcmin
andNcmax correspond to (rmin ,hmin) and (rmax,hmax), re-
spectively.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The first aim of the present work was to compare o
theoretical results with the latest experimental data from
CLEO Collaboration for the branching ratiosB1→r0p1

andB0→r1p2. Our next aim was to study directCP vio-
lation for the decayB1→r0(v)p1→p1p2p1, with the
inclusion ofr2v mixing. The advantage ofr2v mixing is
that the strong phase difference is large and rapidly vary
near thev resonance. As a result theCP violating asymme-
try, a, has a maximum,amax, when the invariant mass of th
p1p2 pair is in the vicinity of thev resonance and sind
511 at this point.

In the calculation ofCP violating asymmetry parameters
we need the Wilson coefficients for the tree and peng
operators at the scalemb . We worked with the renormaliza
tion scheme independent Wilson coefficients. One of the
jor uncertainties is that the hadronic matrix elements for b
tree and penguin operators involve nonperturbative QC
We have worked in the factorization approximation, withNc
treated as an effective parameter. Although one must h
some doubts about factorization, it has been pointed out
it may be quite reliable in energetic weak decays@22,23#.

We have explicitly shown that theCP violating asymme-

TABLE V. Best range ofNc determined from Table IV for
k2/mb

250.3(0.5). One takes the maximum interval ofNc , from
Table IV, for each model~2,4!. To determine the maximum~mini-
mum! range, one considers all models~2,4! and the largest~small-
est! range ofNc . In comparison, we show the range ofNc deter-
mined withoutr2v mixing.

$Nc% with mixing $Nc% without mixing

model 2 1.00;2.01~0.96;1.94! 0.85;1.74~0.85;1.74!
model 4 0.98;2.01~0.94;1.95! 0.84;1.76~0.84;1.75!
maximum range 0.98;2.01~0.94;1.95! 0.84;1.76~0.84;1.75!
minimum range 1.00;2.01~0.96;1.94! 0.85;1.74~0.85;1.74!
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try, a, is very sensitive to the CKM matrix elements and t
magnitude of the form factors, and we have also determi
a range for the maximum asymmetry,amax, as a function of
the parameterNc , the limits of CKM matrix elements and
the choice ofk2/mb

250.3(0.5). From all the models invest
gated, we found thatCP violating asymmetry,amax, varies
from 224%(219%) to 259%(248%). We stressed tha
the ratio between the asymmetries associated with the li
ing values of CKM matrix elements would be mainly dete
mined byh. Moreover, we also stressed that withoutr2v
mixing, we cannot have a largeCP violating asymmetry,a,
sincea is proportional to both sind andr. Even though sind
is large aroundNc51, r is very small. As a result, we find a
very small value for theCP violation in the decayB6

→r0p6 ~of the order of a few percent! without mixing.
Once mixing is included, the sign of sind is positive for
Nc :0.98(0.94),Nc,2.01(1.95). Indeed, at thep1p2 in-
variant mass, where the asymmetry,a, is maximum, sind
511 independent of the parameters used. Thus, by mea
ing a, we can erase the phase uncertainty mod(p) in the
determination of the CKM anglea, which arises from the
conventional determination of sin 2a.

The theoretical results for the branching ratios,B1

→r0p1 and B0→r1p2, were compared with the exper
mental data from the CLEO Collaboration@6#. These calcu-
lations show that it is possible to have theoretical resu
consistent with the experimental data without needing to
voke contributions from other resonances@24,25#. This data
helped us to constrain the magnitude of the various fo
factors needed in the theoretical calculations ofB decays.1

We determined a range of value ofNc , 0.98(0.94),Nc
,2.01(1.95), inside of which the experimental data and
theoretical calculations are consistent for models 2 and 4

We will need more accurate data in the future to furth
decrease the uncertainties in the calculation. If we can
both theCP violating asymmetry and the branching ratio
with smaller uncertainties, we expect to be able to determ
the CKM matrix elements more precisely. At the very lea
it appears that one will be able to unambiguously determ
the sign of sina and hence, remove the well known discre
uncertainties ina associated with the fact that indirectCP
violation determines only sin 2a. We expect that our predic
tions should provide useful guidance for future investigatio
and urge our experimental colleagues to seriously plan
measure the rather dramatic directCP violation predicted
here.
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1We note that BABAR reported preliminary branching ratios f
this channel after this paper was prepared@26#. These results are
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